
CUSTOM DRONES
WONDERFULLY CRAFTED

The Flexible Multicopter

KUR-1000 and KUR-1000 PRO

12 km
Data Transmission

6 directions
Obstacle Sensors

5 kg
Payload

36 min.
Flight Time



UP Caeli Via is an Innovative PMI active since 2018 that has a huge objective: to allow anyone to fly.
It is one of the seven "Indusries For Spreading Ethics" that supports the Five Drops association.
The "Industries For Spreading Ethics" are companies that have arisen with the purpose to donate a part of 
their incomes to support ethical projects that the association sustains.

UP Caeli Via produces professional drones which are tailored to follow the specific applications and 
requirements of the customer.

Why KUR-1000?
KUR-1000 (PRO version available) is the most advanced
new-generation multirotor of its category

Open source software architecture
It permits to intervene directly on the code to 
implement special functions.
It also allows to securely manage your data and 
to keep your system up-to-date thus you can 
guarantee safety and stability.

MAVlink Protocol
An open protocol, makes easy access to all your 
informations and a fast integration with different 
technical devices (cameras, sensors...).

Modern and functional design 
The Drone, built using aeronautical materials that 
guarantee firmness and lightness at the same 
time. It has been designed to protect all delicate 
parts even against rainfall.
The design makes also easy access to the drone 
for maintenance and for applying payloads both 
on or under the fusolage. The arms collapsible 
joints make the KUR-1000 particularly compact 
and transportable thanks to the tailored flight 
case too.
The KUR-1000 is ready to take-off in 3 minutes!

Flight case 
Functional and compact (trolley included), 
permits an easy and secure carriage of all the 
components. With a size of 80cm x63 cm x 39 cm

High quality components
A long lasting product with substantial reliability 
is guaranteed. 

5 kg Payload
This UAV can held up to 5 kg of payload (like the 
majority of all the high-quality laser scanners or 
other specific equipment on the market).

Financing possibilities
KUR can be purchased with financing forms which 
involves a custom maintenance plan to keep your 
product always efficient and up-to-date.

Lidar altitude sensor (PRO only)
For a better altitude estimation during flight.

6 sensors for obstacles survey (PRO only) 
Permits a pilots greater safety and tranquility 
during flight even beyond the line of sight in case 
of complex interventions.

Personalization
The UP's R&D (Research and Development) team 
can work alongside the customer to personalize 
the drone and to adapt it for specific applications. 

Digital video communication system
It integrates the radio control with the transmis-
sion of the video-signal in a unique device.

Manuals
Up provides the flight manual and the mainte-
nance manual. This latter includes precise 
indications on how to keep your drone working 
properly day after day.



6 directions
obstacle sensors*

Navigation lights

Tiltable FPV camera

Propeller guard connection

Smart batteries

Dual GPS RTK*

Foldable arms

Retractable
landing gear*

*PRO version



KUR-1000 KUR-1000 PRO

4 propellers (2 pairs)

Battery pack (2 units)

Radio control and GCS

Flight termination system

Flight manual

Maintenance manual

UAV logbook

Retractable landing gear

Dual GPS RTK

Optic flow sensor

120 m altitude lidar

6 directions obstacle sensors

High visibility jacket (Up Creations)

Pilot logbook 

Base Package

Landing pad

Custom flight case

Anemometer

Battery charger (Lipo 6S)

Optional

Frontal propeller guards

Magnetic tray

Parachute 
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